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Email Marketing
One-to-one emails are sent from our sales team

Emails are aligned to the needs and questions 
of our personas at the Decision stage

Emails use personalization best practices 

Website
Our site includes bottom-of-funnel content 

Our site has bottom-of-funnel calls to action

We track pages with the most conversions 

Social Media
Sales and Business Development engage in 
social selling supported by marketing

We monitor our channel conversion rates 

Content Marketing
We provide content that helps prospects sell 
to their internal team

Our bottom-of-funnel content is mapped to 
the buyer’s journey

We have high-quality sales collateral 

Sales Enablement
We use a CRM to track our SQLs

Our CRM is integrated with our database

We use lead scoring and know when a prospect 
is ready for a sales call

Our sales and marketing teams use a 
service-level agreement (SLA)

Awareness
Thought leadership/brand 
recognition: We need people to see 
and engage with us. We’re targeting 
more website visitors and social 
media followers, and hope to be 
published in key industry magazines.

Consideration
More leads: People are engaging 
with our content, but we need to 
increase the new leads coming 
through the door. 

Selection
Better qualified leads for sales 
team: We have a lot of website 
visitors and they convert into new 
contacts, but our sales team needs 
better-qualified prospects who are 
ready to buy. 

Priority: ______ Priority: ______ Priority: ______

Second, evaluate your marketing activity by scoring each item: 
3 for Excellent, 2 for Needs Improvement, or 1 for Poor.

Total Total Total

Third, add up your totals, compare to your priorities and allocate your resources for next year.

Identifying your gaps 
Fourth, take a look at your individual line-item scores on your highest priority 
area. Mark any 1s and 2s—these are the gaps you need to focus on most for 
the next year. You may want to do this with your second-highest priority as 
well. Your gaps reveal your marketing budget’s greatest needs. Plan out what 
you can do internally, determine where you need external help, and identify 
how much time and money you can allocate to these initiatives.

Need help? 
Fifth, contact The Whole Brain Group to get 
the right support to achieve success.  

Request a free consultation: 
visit thewholebraingroup.com/contact-us

First, prioritize your goals based on your highest priority for 
growth or improvement in the next year.

Website
We use a buyer’s journey for each persona to 
guide our web conten

Web pages contain at least one call to action 

We have a landing page for each content offer

Landing pages are optimized for lead 
conversion 

Conversion Content
Content is aligned to our personas’ needs

Content is strategically shared on social 
media 

We track monthly landing page performance 

We track our site visitors’ paths to conversion 

Email Marketing
We send monthly emails or newsletters

We use automated email nurturing for each 
downloadable content piece

We use campaigns targeted to our personas

We track and analyze monthly email open 
rates and click-through rates

Content Marketing
We write blog articles aimed at the 
Consideration stage of the buying process

We create long form content such as blog 
articles of 1200+ words

We offer content such as checklists & ebooks

SEO/ Keywords
We have an SEO plan

We use SEO best practices

Our keywords are aligned to our personas

We analyze metrics and track results monthly

We actively target keywords to increase 
ranking 

Website
The site architecture is clean and easy to use, 
and makes sense

Our web content is up to date and relevant 
- it clearly explains the why, what and how

Both content and design are aligned to 
personas 

Social Media
Accounts are relevant to our audience

We post to our social media channels 
regularly

We engage with our audience on social media

We track and analyze social media metrics 

Content Marketing
We have a blog and post at least once a week

We have sufficient resources to create 
content

We syndicate our content on key publications

https://inbound.thewholebraingroup.com/free-marketing-consultation-request
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